Adenoviral gene transfer of BDNF and GDNF synergistically prevent motoneuron loss in the nucleus ambiguus.
We have previously shown that neuroprotective effects of an adenoviral glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) gene transfer on the lesioned adult rat motoneurons in the nucleus ambiguus. In the present study, we examined neuroprotective effects of adenoviral gene transfer of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) or/and GDNF to motoneurons in nucleus ambiguus using an adult rat vagal nerve avulsion model. The animals avulsed and inoculated with adenoviral vectors encoding BDNF (AxCAmBDNFME) or/and GDNF (AxCAhGDNF) showed immunolabeling for BDNF or/and GDNF in the nucleus ambiguus on the treated side, respectively, and expression of virus-induced BDNF or/and GDNF mRNA transcripts in the brainstem tissue that contained the nucleus ambiguus of the treated side. The treatment with AxCAhGDNF or AxCAmBDNFME significantly prevented the loss of vagal motoneurons in comparison to the control; the protective effect of AxCAmBDNFME was greater than that of AxCAhGDNF. The combined treatment with AxCAmBDNFME and AxCAhGDNF acted synergistically and significantly larger number of vagal motoneurons was preserved as compared to either AxCAmBDNFME treatment or AxCAhGDNF treatment. The treatment with AxCAmBDNFME or/and AxCAhGDNF after avulsion also suppressed the activity of nitric oxide synthase in lesioned motoneurons in the nucleus ambiguus. These results indicate that adenovirus-mediated BDNF and GDNF gene transfer may prevent the degeneration of motoneurons in humans after either vagal nerve injury or recurrent laryngeal nerve injury.